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travel smart m i xMa r c h / A p r i l

What could be more unique than your heartbeat? Toronto tech startup, Nymi, put that 
thinking into action when it created its eponymous band, which you wear on your wrist 

to unlock devices and remember passwords. It uses secure biometric analysis 
to identify your electrocardiogram, so you can safely perform such mundane 
tasks as unlocking your car or house, scanning your boarding pass, access-
ing your computer and more, without having 
to constantly prove you’re you. The company 

has also partnered with RBC and MasterCard to pilot a 
payments project that could see Nymi Band wearers buy-
ing goods with a simple flick of their wrist. Available in 
Carbon, Lava and Frost; $149; nymi.com
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Low-tech lover  
or early adopter? 
Our gear list offers 
the best of both
Written + produced 
 by Janet Gyenes
 

Admit it: Mother Nature can be harsh. Gale-
force winds, unrelenting rain, sub-zero 
temperatures ... but Canada Goose has stayed 
one step ahead. Its new collection of techni-
cal gear means you can hike Machu Picchu or 
paddle the Tatshenshini without having to 
worry about what you’re wearing. Soft Shells 
(Trenton shown in green, $525) let you take 

your adventure to the next level, 
thanks to its new innovation—Tri-
Durance SS™, a three-layer water-
proof fabric that sports two-
way stretch and extreme 

breathability—plus plenty of other 
comfort- and safety-enhancing fea-
tures. And you won’t have to sacrifice 
warmth for weight when travelling 
with the award-winning HyBridge™ Lite 
Jacket that barely registers on the 
scale at less than half a pound. Or go 
for the vest (right, $325) It keeps wind 
and water at bay while still being 
breathable, and it comes in a range 
of colour-blocking choices so you’ll 
look as stellar as you feel, whether 
extreme adventurer or weekend 
warrior. canada-goose.com

wear

Outsmart mOther Nature

Who doesn’t want the jackknife of 
luggage? The Genius Pack Hardside Spinner 
lives up to its name, melding low-tech 
simplicity with high-style. Sure, the compact 
carry-on has a sleek, yet rugged exterior 
that keeps contents from getting crushed, 

plus a TSA-friendly combo lock 
for added insurance when you 
want to check your bag. But 
it’s the thoughtful touches, 
like a built-in packing list and 

smartly placed (and labelled!) pockets that 
make it indispensable. Digging around for 
charging cables or wondering which socks 
are clean are worries for someone else. $158, 
geniuspack.com
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